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BC and KCCD Services and Institutional Quality Survey
 Typically, in years past, the committee would spend the spring term focused on BC’s
Accreditation & Services Survey however, this year we voted to administer the survey in the fall
term.
 The final results were not fully reviewed, and scrubbed of identifying information, till this term
due to changes in AIQ review timelines.
 REMINDER: this survey is anonymous and not intended to evaluate any individual other than the
College President, per our accreditation standards. As the instructions outlined, any comments
with identifiable information, either by name or position, were redacted.
 See attached “AIQ Survey Results 2021-22” document for your review. Overview of
demographics:
o 1108 surveys were sent
o 183 responses were received (16.5%)
 83% full-time employees
 62% faculty
 86% primary work location - BC Main Campus
 66% participate in college committees
2018-2021 Strategic Directions Final Report:
 Wrapped up final scores for the 2018-21 SD report.
 Note: approximately 12 items either in progress or incomplete due to the impact of COVID.
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ACCJC Midterm Report
 The Midterm report was approved by both Senate (4/20/22) and College Council (4/22/22)
 Next, the report will be reviewed by the KCCD Board of Trustees
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Review of BC’s Institution Set Standards (ISS)
 BC is meeting or exceeding standards! Discussion took place around providing
recommendations for increasing certain ISS and aspirational goals. There are several areas BC
has exceeded consistently, for approximately the past three years. Note, financial aid
completion cohort changed.
 Recommendations are proposed based off a three year average for ISS, and a 5% increase per
year for three years for aspirational goal.
o Financial Aid Completion: due to the cohort change in this metric AIQ recommends
decreasing the ISS and aspirational goal. Consistent with the three year average ISS
(decrease to 65% from 75.6%) and 5% increase for three year aspiration (decrease to
70% from 80%).
o Outcomes:
 Associate’s Completion (AA/AS/ADT): we have surpassed our ISS and our
aspiration goal for greater than the past 5 years. Consistent with the three year
average ISS (increase to 4039 from 1108) and 5% increase for three year
aspiration (increase to 5000 from 1200).
 Units at degree award (AA/AS): we have only measured AA/AS completion and
recommend including ADT completion awards. See attachment for overall
metric changes with this addition.
o Licensing Pass Rates:
 CAN: we have surpassed our ISS and our aspiration goal for greater than the
past 5 years. Consistent with the three year average for ISS (increase to 85%
from 50%) no recommended change on aspirational goal.
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